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Play & Language for Autistic Youngsters

An Evidence-Based Developmental Intervention
The P.L.A.Y. Project provides training and support for families of children showing concerns with social interactions and engagement. Our P.L.A.Y. Program Home Consultants teach parents techniques that are effective, fun, and useful in day-to-day interactions.

By coaching parents to be their child’s best P.L.A.Y. partner, the child receives more intensive, meaningful & daily intervention. Our Consultants show you practical ways of making every interaction with your child a growing and enjoyable experience!

FAMILIES:
- Must be willing to invest daily interventions using the P.L.A.Y. Project Approach with their child
- Must be willing to sign a consent form for videotaping (Videotaping is a key component to this approach.)
*Child must be enrolled in FCBDD Early Childhood Programs

P.L.A.Y. PROJECT PARENT TESTIMONIAL:
“My Home Consultant gave me unique ways to engage with my child that promoted eye contact and increased the number of ‘circles’ we had. The P.L.A.Y. Project has been a valuable tool that I strongly recommend.”

Our goal is for you to be your child’s best P.L.A.Y. partner.